
Little Lisa’s Polka Dot Cap Pattern 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Materials: 2 colors of worsted weight yarn 
Size 8 Circular Needles and size 8 double point needles 
Tapestry Needle 
Cast on 85 (AVG), 97 (LRG) 
 
Brim 
Rows 1-10: Knit around 
 
Pattern Rows: 
Note: Carry both colors of yarn individually along inside of work being careful not to pull too tightly. Each color is worked separately, never 
doubled.  
 
Row 1:  K1 w/ MC, * [K2 w/ CC, K4 w/ MC]. Repeat from * around to last 4 sts. Knit last 4 its w/ MC.  
Rows 2 - 3: * [K4 w/ CC, K2 w/ MC]. Repeat from * around to last 3 sts. Knit last 3 sts w/ MC. 
Row 4: K1 w/ MC, * [K2 w/ CC, K4 w/ MC]. Repeat from * to last 4 sts. Knit last 4 sts w/ MC.  
Rows 5 - 6:  * [K1 around with MC] repeat from * around.  
Row 7:  * [K4 w/ MC, K2 w/ CC]. Repeat from * to last st. Knit this stitch w/ MC.  
Row 8 - 9:  K3 w/ MC *[K4 w/ CC, K2 w/ MC] repeat from * to last 4 stitches.  Knit these 4 sts w/ CC. 
Row 10:  * [K4 w/ MC, K2 w/ CC]. Repeat from * to last st. Knit this stitch w/ MC.  
Rows 11 - 12: * [K1 around with MC] repeat from * around.  
Repeat pattern rows 1 to 12 until hat measures 6” 
 
Crown Shaping: When circular needles become too long for the decreasing amount of stitches, begin using DPNS or 2 circulars dividing the 
knitting in half while knitting a round. 
 
** (You will have one extra stitch remaining throughout the crown shaping)** 
 
Row 1:  *[K10, K2tog]. Repeat from * around. You will have 1 stitch remaining. Knit this stitch. 
Row 2:  Knit around 
Row 3:  *[K9, K2tog]. Repeat from * around. 
Row 4:  Knit around 
Row 5:  *[K8, K2tog]. Repeat from * around. 
Row 6:  Knit around. 
Row 7:  *[K7, K2tog]. Repeat from * around. 
Row 8:  *[K6, K2tog]. Repeat from * around.  
Row 9:  *[K5, K2tog]. Repeat from * around. 
Row 10:  *[K4, K2tog]. Repeat from * around. 
Row 11:  *[K3, K2tog]. Repeat from * around. 
Row 12:  *[K2, K2tog]. Repeat from * around. 
Row 13:  *[K1, K2tog]. Repeat from * around. 
 
Break yarn, leaving 12".  Thread onto tapestry needle and loosely thread through remaining stitches. Thread through a 2nd time and pull 
tightly to close remaining hole. Thread to inside and stitch in place to secure. Weave in and out of a few stitches, clip yarn. 
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Feel	free	to	use	this	pattern	for	charity.		If	you	are	using	this,	or	any	Knots	of	Love	pattern	for	any	
other	purpose,	a	donation	to	Knots	of	Love	would	be	greatly	appreciated!		


